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Next Run 2132
Date: 16th September 2019 Time: 6:00pm
Hare: Cookie

Co
Boof
Hare:

Theme:

Bogans are Best

Run Bardon Park Maylands, From Guilford Rd head East on Fourth Ave East,
Site: right into Bardon place to carpark
Grub: Yes.

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs

Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Mother @ Leeming Rec Centre
Preamble:
On a nice spring night, 37 men of Hamersley gathered round the van admiring the “very safe” play ground
purpose built for toddler fatalities. The GM called the mob to order then got Mother to tell us about the run,
and then he had as fuck off across the oval.
The Run:
Across the oval and then south down Findlay Rd then a right
turn at Coles along Farrington Rd. It was then left up Aulberry
through Robert Weir Park and back down on Aulberry
straight into a false trial. The trail was picked up on Earnshaw
Lp then heading north looping around the residential estate
with false trails and a few more loops thrown in. At Dudley
Hartree Park the trail went south, past Leeming Senior High
School and back through Robert Weir Park to On Home.
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks:
Gunny, 2 Dogs and Biggles were our returnicks, they were
given the usual down down and a song.
General Business:
Screwdriver mentioned the South of Perth H3 man hugging
run on the 26th of September that is a Thursday $10.00 will
get you some food and a beer. Cookie wanted us all to know
next week will be the best run of the year, the theme being
“Bogans are Best”. Donka told us it is 227 days to Interhash,
he doesn’t give a fuck about other hash events tonight. Baron
gave a “safe sex” manual to Screwdriver in preparation of his
upcumming nuptials.

Charges:
2 Dogs on Cookie for crowing about being number 1 but in the latest top 50 most influential Australians, he
didn’t rate a mention, Cookie said he was rated 51 and took the charge. Tagg on ELF for alluding to be this
week’s stand-in RA, given a down down and Hamersley’s number three song when ELF failed in his attempt to
say it wasn’t RA gear but a hash kilt he was wearing. Half a dozen non descript Hamersley blokes dragged up
and charged by the On Sec and GM for not removing their hats during Hamersley song number 3, silly cunts
should have known better. C Man on Wimpy for not telling us during general business what happened to his
best mate Captain Hook, Wimpy told us he got vertigo, fell over and fucked up his good hand so he won’t be
at hash or able to wank for a fortnight, then took his down down and fucked off back in to the circle. GM on
Voodoo for getting lost (that is Tagg’s thing), going the wrong way through the car park endangering civvies
before finaly sighting the van, no excuse from the little cloggy cunt was good enough for the boss so he took
his down down too.
ARSE Report:
Tagg assumes the mantle of the RA and mounts the crate, from notes prepared by ELF and prompting from
the On Sec, Tagg managed to tell us the word of the week “inveigh” which means to speak or write with
strong hostility, no one got it. The on the day session was confusing but the gist of it was: 1754 – William
Bligh, an English Admiral and politician became the 4th governor of New South Wales. 1890 - Colonel Sanders,
the American businessman that founded KFC was born, he died in 1980. 1947 – The first case of a computer
bug being found: A moth lodges in the relay of a Harvard Mark 2 computer at Harvard University.
WOW:
Screwdriver is brought out as our incumbent and potential carry-over wanker. He nominates C Man for
railroading Screwdriver’s surprise for the boys last week and put a bunch of drink tokens over the bar. The On
Sec nominated Voodoo for attacking Precious’s beloved poster of JK causing it to fall on the ground, more shit
is added on Voodoo for being a hazard in a public place. Bravefart nominated 2 Dogs for being a noisy cunt
during circle. By popular vote and Tagg’s decree, 2 Dogs is awarded the coveted shirt.
Run Report:
Troppo said we went over there and over there and back here and over there, good run, he gave it 9.9 out of
10.
Ice:
Cookie for singing his own down down song, 2 Dogs for having a go at the GM.
Next Week’s Run:
Cookie at Bardon Park, Maylands
Next week’s van driver:
Sheepthrills
Song:
2 Dogs led us in Raise you Mugs.
H4 Hashhouse:
Pizza
ON ON Sir Kumsize

Mel Adjusted / Sir Kumsize 42/52

Note:
Duties of the Hare, extracted from “Guide to Hares”
“The hares are to assist with setting up the equipment: barbeque, tables, crates, generator, lighting, flags etc,
under the direction of the Hash Splash.”
“The hares are responsible in the cleaning up of the site. The hares must also make sure that the barbeque,
tables and any other equipment used on the night is cleaned up and packed back into the Van before they
leave the site.”

ON ON
H4 hosted, Close To Your Heart Run

H4 Black Tie, Cocktail Sundowner

1st of October 2019

13th December 2019

Trinidad & Tobago 2020
24 -26 April 2020

Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

